Meeting SAT Computer Science 26 August 2021

Agenda:

1. Approval of agenda:
2. Approval of minutes from meeting 23 June 2021: Appendix 2A.
3. Which course should host the lecture on research methods and other fundamental topics with relevance to the whole K-CS-program: / Yvonne Dittrich, course manager on Advanced Software Engineering
   In the Advanced Software Engineering course, students find the lectures on a) research methods and b) literature research and usage useful; however, students also think that they take up valuable time from the software engineering topics on the course.
   The course manager finds, the same counts for the lecture on c) mining software repositories.
   If those lectures are useful for many courses on K-CS and the program in general, they might be moved to other courses to free time on Advanced Software Engineering.
   The question is which course(s) should host the lectures.

   Reading material for the discussion:
   Lecture on research methods
   Lecture on literature research and usage
   Mining Software repositories

4. Brainstorming about the CS structure (Specialization and replacement for Security 1 from autumn 2023) / Marco.
5. Information: / members.
6. Update from study programmes: / Students.
7. Review credit transfers on Dept. CS-programs, Feb. – Aug. 2021: - Appendix 7A.
   What should SAT members do:
   Please, look at the data in advance, to qualify the discussion at the meeting.
   Comments are reported to Study Board after the meeting.
8. Study Program Report K-CS: / Marco - Appendix 8A.
10. AOB: